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This resource is aimed at readers, 
both confident and reluctant, with a 
reading age of 10+. The Harder They 
Fall is easy to read but touches on 
themes that are also suitable for KS3. 

The activity I’ve provided here 
considers the themes in the book, and 
then provides opportunities to discuss 
and work with the major theme of the 
story—being an outsider. 
 
This is followed by a creative writing 
task which explores the major theme 
and teaches pupils about how we 
begin a story and why emotional 
description at the beginning of a piece 
is so important. 
 
The aim is to focus on understanding 
of others, encouraging greater 
empathy and improving creative 
writing skills.

The story includes the 
following themes:
s Poverty

s Being an outsider

s Building friendships

s Bullying

How many more themes did your class think 
of while reading The Harder They Fall?
  
We are going to concentrate on  
the theme of being an outsider 
s What is an outsider?

s Which characters might feel like outsiders  
 in the story?

s How does being an outsider make 
 someone feel?

s Can you think of examples of people made  
 to feel like outsiders?

Let’s have a think about the above questions  
one by one…
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What is an outsider?
Discuss this with your class and then spend 
a few minutes writing down your thoughts.
Remember—there is no right or wrong.  
These are your ideas and thoughts…

Which characters in the story might 
feel like outsiders…?

s Discuss this and then write down 
 your thoughts. 

s How many did you think of?

s Why might they feel that way?

How does being an outsider make 
someone feel?

s Discuss this as a class or in pairs first.

s Write down your thoughts as a list.

s The pictures on this page might help.

s How many more can you come up with?
Can you think of examples of people 
made to feel like outsiders?

s Discuss this as a class or in pairs first

s How many examples can you list?

s What about the modern world

s What about in past times?

s Use the picture on this page as one example.  
 Why might this woman feel like an outsider?
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Writing task…   
The theme for our writing task is being an 
outsider. You can write in the first person  
or the third person.

s Think about why your character is an outsider.

s How do they feel about being an outsider?

s What happened to make them feel this way?

 
Spend 20 mins writing your opening paragraphs

Don’t rush and don’t try to write an entire story

Think of it as writing a single chapter

The next few points might give you some ideas…

Maybe these images help…?

Here’s a great tip… 
s With each image, think of the emotions that   
 might fit what you can see.

s Write down those emotions and reasons why   
 they might exist.

s Then use those emotions to begin your piece  
 of writing.

s Don’t just describe what you can see! Because…
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We need to start with how the 
character is feeling… 
s Fictional stories are driven by drama.

s That drama comes from human emotions.

s So, we start our piece by telling the readers  
 what our character is feeling and a little bit  
 about why.

s We explore the character’s emotions.  
 This is very important.

�

Give it a go.

�

And remember—enjoy the task and don’t 
worry about right and wrong. It’s your  
piece and your ideas.



So, what did we explore with this 
follow-on task?
s What is an outsider?

s How does it feel to be an outsider?

s Why do people feel like outsiders?

s Examples of outsiders from the modern world  
 and from the past too.

s What else…?

This task also helped you to…
s Think about others.

s Build greater empathy.

s Think about how you might feel as an outsider.

s Understand better how stories work.

s Learn a little more about how professional   
 authors start their stories and why.

�

I hope you enjoyed it!

Bali Rai
Bali is the writer of several novels for older 
children and teenagers about challenging 
issues such as fitting in, racism, gang culture 
and war. He delivers workshops in 
schools for Pop Up Festival. Find  
out more about Bali here:  
www.balirai.co.uk
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